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A b s t r a c t .  We derive sufficient conditions on image structure that per- 
mits determination of 3-D motion parameters and depth from motion 
relative a rigid surface in front of the camera. We assume that only the 
first order spatio-tempora] derivative or of the image is given and that 
the image intensity is continuously differentiable everywhere or that im- 
age contours are continuously differentiable. This means that only the 
component of the image motion field orthogon~l to iso-intensity contours, 
the so called normal flow, can be measured. By defining a tangent line at 
a point as the fine orthogonal to the gradient or normal the sufficiency 
condition on image structure can be stated as: 

If each point (x, y) in the infinitely extended image plane is the 
intersection of at least 6 tangent lines, it is possible to compute 
unique 3-D motion and positive depth from first order spatio 
temporal derivatives, except for specific combinations of surface 
texture and depth. 

The exceptions are specific texture patterns for any surface, for which 
the problem is inherently ambiguous, e.g. the so called "barber-pole'.  
These patterns have the property that there exist a relative motion to 
the surface such that the image flow field lines are aligned with the 
contours of the image. 

1 N o r m a l  flow 

Image  mot ion  with components  (u, v) can be shown to be related to first order 
spat io t empora l  image intensi ty gradients as: 

Of  Of  Of u(x,y) + v(x,y) + ~ = 0 (1) 
c~ x ~ Ot 

This  equat ion is in general used as the s tar t ing  point  for t ry ing to recover the 
image flow field (u, v). Since it is one equat ion and two unknowns  for each image 
point  (x, y) , there can never be a unique flow field solution. In order to ob ta in  a 
unique solution, This  equat ion is therefore often supplemented with addit ionM 
constraints  about  the field (u, v), such as smoothness  [10, 11, 15, 19, 20]. 
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Given the image flow field, it is possible in general to compute motion pa- 
rameters , rotation 12 and translation T of the observer and depth z (x ,  y),  of the 
scene assuming that the projected motion field: 

u =  - 1 2 x x y  + 12y(1 + x 2) - 12zy + ( T x  - T z x ) / z ( x , y )  

v = - 1 2 x ( 1  + y2) + 12 , y + + (Ty  - (2) 

equals the observed image flow field. [9, 14] The full image flow field is known to 
give unique motion and depth in general except for specific second order surfaces 
[12] 

In this work we will show that given enough image structure, it is possible to 
compute these motion parameters and depth directly from the spatio-temporal 
gradients, without the intermediate step of computing the image flow, using 
the natural constraint that depth is positive. The method is related to that 
of [16] who solved the same problem for the case of known rotational motion. 
Algorithms that use only spatio-temporal gradients for motion and structure 
computation typically involve assumptions about image motion or give only 
partial information about motion parameters, [4, 5, 8]. 

The motion constraint equation provides information about the component 
of the motion field parallel to the gradient, or equivalently for an image curve, 
the component parallel to the normal nx, ny of curve: 

(3) 

In the following we will assume that this normal flow as given along the image 
curves. In the case of grey value images these curves are the iso intensity curves. 

In order to write this normal flow in terms of motion and depth parameters 
in a compact way, we define the vectors: 

A ( x , y )  = n~ x 2 + 1 -t- ny x y  B ( x ,  y) = - n y  

- y  x n~x  + n y y  

(4) 

The normal flow can then be expressed as: 

w ( x , y )  = A ( x , y ) T  12 + 
B ( x ,  y)T T 

z(x, y) (5) 

2 U n i q u e n e s s  o f  m o t i o n  a n d  d e p t h  f r o m  n o r m a l  f l o w  

It is easy to show that, given just normal flow, motion parameters and depth 
cannot be determined uniquely without extra constraints on the depth function 
or the image contours. If we consider two sets of motion and depth parameters, 
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~2, T, z and ~ ' ,  T' ,  z' respectively and assume that  they give rise to the same 
normal flow acc. to eq. 5 at each image point, we get the relation: 

B(x, y)T T' 
A(x, y)T if2 + B(x,y)T T _ A(x, y)T ~, + zt(x ,y) (6) 

z(~, v) 

After some simple manipulations we have: 

z'(., v) = B(., v) r T' 
A(x,y)W (~ _~ , )  + B(x,y)TT (7) 

z(x,v) 

This means that  given motion parameters ~ , T ,  z that  gives rise to an image 
motion field whose components satisfies the motion constraint equation 1, we 
can always choose arbitrary alternative motion parameters 12 ~, T ~ and depth z ~ 
according to eq 7 the motion field of which will also satisfy the motion constraint 
equation 1. 

We will therefore impose the condition that  depth z > 0 for all image points 
and define a condition on the amount of structure of the image curves which will 
permit  us to compute a unique translation vector, and from that  also unique 
values for rotation and depth. 

3 L o c a t i n g  t h e  F O E  

If we define the focus of expansion (x0, Y0): 

Tx Tr 
*~ = T~ v0 = ~ (s )  

we get from eq. 4: 

B(x,y)T V = T. ( n . ( x , y ) ( x - xo )  + nv(x ,y)(y-yo)  ) (9) 

Now consider the set 

ST = { ( x , y ) :  nx(x ,y ) (x -  Xo) + ny(x,y)(y-- Y0) = 0} (10) 

For (x, y) E ST we obviously have: B(x, y)T T = 0. It can be seen that  
the number of points in the set ST equals the number of tangent lines passing 
through the FOE (x0, Y0) corresponding to T. 

If depth z(x,y) > 0 at the points (xl ,yl)  E ST i = 1 . . . N ,  the normal 
flow at these points is therefore determined by the rotational motion only. We 
then get the linear system of equations for the rotation vector ~2 

w(xl, w) = A(x~, w) T ~2 

w(xN, yg) = A(xN,yg) T (11) 
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Fig. X. The set S (bh,ck dots) defined for the FOE (z0, y0) consist of all points (x~, W) 
in the image with �9 grey ]eve] gradient or contour normM orthogona] to the vector 
(xl -- xo,yi -- Yo) 

If  we define the rectangular N x 4 mat r ix  Q as: 

~(xl,vl) -A(x,,vl) r ) 
Q = . . . . . .  ( 1 2 )  

W(XN, ytv) --A(xN, yN) T 

The equation system 11 can then be written more compact ly  as: 

(13) 

For N > 4 the system 13 will be over determined and we will have d e t ( Q T Q )  = 
0. 

The  ma t r ix  Q can now be used to locate the FOE. Knowing the FOE, we can 
compute  rotat ion f rom eq. 13 and depth f rom eq. 5 In fact we have the following: 

Given motion parameters  R , T  surface depth z(x ,y)  and normal  flow 
w(x, y). For a translation vector T ' ,  let ST, be the set defined as in 10 
and let Q'  be the mat r ix  defined as in 12 using the points in the set ST, 
I f  there are at least 6 points in the set ST, for all possible values of T ', 
we will have: 

de t (Q 'TQ ') = 0 

if and only if T ~ = T, except for special surfaces whose depth z ( z ,y )  
vary with with the normals n~(x, y), ny(Z, y) in a specific way, 
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The if part  of this was shown above. The only if part is shown in the following: 
Choose an arbitrary translational motion vector T I with corresponding FOE 

(x~, y~). Suppose that  d e t ( Q ' T Q  ') = 0 There will then be a vector $2' such 
that: 

QI __ 

we will then have 

0 (14) 

(15) 

for points x~, y~ E ST,. The normal flow at these points can however be expressed 
using the correct motion parameters and depth: 

w(x~,y~) , , T B(x~ y~)T T = A(xi ,  y~) $2 + ' (16) 

taking equations 15 and 16 together we get: 

i T 
t / T B ( x i ,  Yi) T A ( x l , y l )  ( $ 2 -  $2') + - 0 (17) 

The factors A(x~, y~) B(x~, y~) and z(x~, y~) can all be considered as functions 
of the FOE x~, y~ This is therefore a system of equations in the 5 unknowns $2' 
and x~, y~ : 

T T 
Ai(x~o, y~o) T ($2 - $2') + z,(x~o ' y~) = 0 (18) 

If the set ST, contains at least 6 points, this system will therefore in general have 
no solution except for $21 __ $2 and T ~ = T. 

For special combinations of depth functions z and normals (nx ,ny)  there 
could be solutions $2~ r $2 , T ~ r T and z I > 0 even if the set ST, contains 6 
points or more however. These special combinations have an interesting property 
in common, which can be seen by noting that  eq 17 is the normal flow for the 
surface z with motion parameters $2 - $2~ and T. We therefore have 

w(x~,y~,$2 - $2 ' ,T ,z)  = 0 (19) 

I.e. at the points (x~, y~) in the set ST, the motion field vectors resulting from 
motion relative a surface with depth z and motion parameters $2 - $2~ and T, 
will be aligned with the image contours. This will be possible only for special 
combinations of surface texture and depth. A trivial way to generate such critical 
surface texture pairs is to back project an image motion field to the surface giving 
rise to the field. A well known example of this is the so called "barber pole" which 
when rotated is known to give rise to ambiguous motion percept. 

= A( I, Yl) Yl) , , r $2, 

Yl,) = y )T $2, 
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Fig. 2. The "barber pole" is an example of a combination of surface and texture that 
does not permit unique motion and depth estimation, although every image point is 
the intersection of at least 6 tangent lines. Note that a rotation of the pattern of the 
pole can always be interpreted as a vertical translation. 

The  requirement of 6 points in the set ST, for every T t, i.e. 6 tangent  lines 
through every point (x, y) in the infinitely extended image plane, can be seen as 
a condition on the amount  of variation of a the direction of a curve or a texture 
in the image. I t  can be considered as a parallel to the result in [6] about  5 points 
being sufficient for mot ion and structure determination from two views, giving 
at most  a finite number  of solutions and 6 points sufficient for a unique solution 

[17]. 

If  the image consists of only straight lines, the set ST, will be empty  for 
all FOE:s except those coinciding with the lines. A set of lines can therefore 
be considered as the maximal ly  deficient image structure for mot ion and depth 
determinat ion from l:st  order temporal  information. This is quite in line with 
the well known fact tha t  3-D motion and depth cannot be computed from just  
two images of a set of lines, but three images are needed. Algori thms have been 
presented showing that  13 lines in three frames is sufficient for structure and 
mot ion estimation,  [18, 13]. In the differential case it has been shown tha t  sec- 
ond order temporal  information is in general sufficient for structure and motion 
determinat ion f rom rigid curves [7]. 

For the case when surfaces are known to be planar it is possible to show that  
a necessary and sufficient condition on the image structure is tha t  the image 
curve is different from any projected mot ion field of a planar surface [1, 2, 3]. 
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4 I m a g e  s t r u c t u r e  a n d  a c c u r a c y  o f  F O E  l o c a l i z a t i o n  

Given motion relative a rigid surface, we can compute the matrix Q, and de- 
terminant det(QTQ), using points (xi, yi) in the set S and their normal flows 
w(xi, yi) for every possible tentative FOE x0, y0. The point x0, Y0 for which the 
determinant vanishes will then be the correct FOE provided the sufficiency re- 
quirements of image structure are fulfilled and the surface and image texture do 
not conspire in the sense discussed previously. Note that the depth positivity 
constraint is not used in this computation, but it will be implicit in the sense 
that unless there is a positive depth surface moving rigidly to give the observed 
normal flows, the determinant det(QTQ) will not vanish. Locating the zero of 
this determinant therefore provides us with a constraint free algorithm for find- 
ing the FOE in the case of general surfaces and textures. The practicality and 
robustness of the "algorithm" is however doubtful since it involves the localiza- 
tion of the sets S for every possible FOE, and only a small amount of the image 
information is utilized. The main use of this is therefore to analyze the inherent 
stability of the inverse problem of finding motion and shape from normal flow. 
It is to be expected that points where this determinant is close to zero, will 
correspond to possible FOE:s giving rise to a normal flow field very close to that 
actually observed. This can be sen from fig. 3 where the grey value indicates 
the logarithm of det(Q T Q) for motion relative a planar surface with constant 
depth containing 3 circles in various position. Black indicates low values and 
white high values. The motion parameters are ~2 = (1,0, 0) T and T = (5, 1, 1), 
i.e. the FOE is at the point (x0, Y0) = (5, 1). and the surface has constant depth 
of 10 focal length units. 

In the first image with disjoint circles the FOE is relatively well localized 
around the correct position, while in the following sequence the localization of 
the FOE is much less pronounced, culminating in the last picture where FOE is 
localized to a vertical line passing through the correct FOE. The reason for this 
is that in the last image the three circles are concentric. There is a one parameter 
family of combined rotations and vertical translations that will have its image 
motion fields lines aligned with these circles. In this case, the FOE can therefore 
be determined up to an arbitrary value of the vertical coordinate. This partic- 
ular configuration of the circles therefore corresponds to a case of conspiracy of 
surface shape and texture, that does not permit unique determination of motion 
parameters and depth. 
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F ig .  3. Grey value indicating the logarithm of de t (QTQ)  for various xo, y0. for motion 
relative a planar surface with constant depth. True FOE is at (x0, y0) = (5, 1) and 
axis extend from -10 to 10 in horizontal and vertical direction. The first image with 
disjoint circles gives a quite well localized FOE while those with non-disjoint circles give 
a correspondingly worse localization, culminating in the last picture with concentric 
circles representing an ambiguous structure where rotation around the center gives a 
flow field aligned with the contours 
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